ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

KEEPS TRANSITION (KEEPS.BOKRT2):

From BOKRT on track 017° to PINGG, then on track 017° to PONGG, then on track 040° to BRTEN, then on track 075° to BAPPY, then on track 082° to KENZI, then on track 082°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LOST COMMUNICATIONS: Cross BOKRT at or below 11000, cross PONGG at or below 7000, cross KENZI at 5000; after KENZI proceed direct to the IAF for desired approach to filed airport.

NOTE: Chart not to scale.
ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

RIZZZ TRANSITION (RIZZZ.BUKHD1)
WUDYA TRANSITION (WUDYA.BUKHD1)

LANDING HMP/FFC/RYY/FTY/6A2/CCO/
VPC/PUJ/MGE: From HLNDS on track 147°
to BUKHD, then on track 152° to DRINC, then on track
152°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LANDING PDK/D73/LZU/CVC: From HLNDS
on track 147° to BUKHD, then on track 112° to
CCOE, then on track 112°.
Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

NOTE: GPS required.
ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

APPLS TRANSITION (APPLS.DEHAN1)
MILBY TRANSITION (MILBY.DEHAN1)
SCNRY TRANSITION (SCNRY.DEHAN1)
VIEWS TRANSITION (VIEWS.DEHAN1)

LANDING HMP/D73/LZU/6A2/CVC: From AWSON on track 209° to DEHAN, then on track 208° to TFALS, then on track 162° to WTWTH, then on track 162°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LANDING PDK/FFC/CCO: From AWSON on track 209° to DEHAN, then on track 208° to TFALS, then on track 212° to HOUPS, then on track 212°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LANDING RYY/VPC/PUJ/CTJ: From AWSON on track 209° to DEHAN, then on track 208° to TFALS, then on track 253° to SPIKR, then on track 253°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LANDING FTY/MGE: From AWSON on track 209° to DEHAN, then on track 208° to TFALS, then on track 230° to SHUNS, then on track 230°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.
ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

From LGC VORTAC on R-013 to TEMPO INT/LGC 35 DME, then on RMG VORTAC R-172 to DIFFI INT/RMG 21 DME. Expect RADAR vectors.

NOTE: DME required from LGC VORTAC to NANNCC.
NOTE: RADAR required.
ARIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

BIZKT TRANSITION (BIZKT.SWTEE1)
LPTON TRANSITION (LPTON.SWTEE1)

From SWTEE on track 095° to LACCE, then on track 095°.
Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

NOTE: RADAR required.
NOTE: RNAV 1.
NOTE: GPS required.
ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

DBOLT TRANSITION (DBOLT.WRGNZ1)
KISTN TRANSITION (KISTN.WRGNZ1)
LUKIE TRANSITION (LUKIE.WRGNZ1)
MMMOE TRANSITION (MMMOE.WRGNZ1)
NOKIE TRANSITION (NOKIE.WRGNZ1)
SHRLT TRANSITION (SHRLT.WRGNZ1)
WOGOM TRANSITION (WOGOM.WRGNZ1)

From WRGNZ on track 346° to SKYME, then on track 346° to CADUR, then on track 320° to LOGEN, then on track 309° to LOGEC, then on track 296° to BAPPY, then on track 275° to DECLN, then on track 275°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LOST COMMUNICATIONS: Cross WRGNZ at or below 11000, cross CADUR at or below 7000, cross DECLN at 4000; after DECLN proceed direct to desired approach IAF for filed airport.

NOTE: Chart not to scale.